Training offer

Theory of Constraints
Critical Chain Management
Lean
Logical Thinking Process
Are you interested in the Theory of Constraints and
all its applications? Discover all the proposed
training courses by Marris Consulting on different
topics around the Theory of Constraints.
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Theory of Constraints in Production:
Decrease your manufacturing cycle, generate growth and
accelerate your lean measures by applying the Theory of
Constraints (TOC) / Constraints Management to your
operations. Lean and TOC are not incompatible, it is
actually quite the opposite. Learn to include some of the
TOC components in your Lean approach.

Critical Chain Project Management :
Your projects suffer from substantial overdues and
budget overruns? Are you often forced to adjust the
original
specifications
of
your
projects
downwards? Critical Chain, stem from the Theory of
Constrains, is capable of achieving spectacular results
and more and more companies tend to adopt this
methodology to manage their projects.
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Lean
In the industrial field, everyone has already given Lean
a go, but in most cases operational and financial results
revealed to be disappointing. This training aims at
giving to industrial managers who are disappointed
with Lean some insights of key factors of “Good Lean”
and at explaning how to avoid the pitfalls of “Bad
Lean”. Lean is not just a trend: if an organisation
becomes Leaner it will boost its performance.
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Logical Thinking Process :
As the complexity is relentlessly growing in the business
world, deciders are continuously seeking for answers to
these two fundamental questions: What should we do and
how could we do it? All problems encountered by leaders in
any organisation can be summarised by these two questions.
Amongst these two, the “What?” question is the most critical
one. It is the leaders’ responsability to define the “What?”,
more specifically what needs to be done and therefore to
show the right direction to follow. Subordinates are then in
charge of answering “how” the company can achieve its
goal.
We are an officially recognized French
training organization (Datadock) and
our training sessions can be covered by
your joint social institutions.
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